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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two technologies can overcome the link blocking feature
that STP implements to ensure a loop-free topology?
(Choose two.)
A. NX-OS HA
B. GLBP
C. MEC
D. vPC
E. ISSU
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Hyperledger Project consists of the following EXCEPT?
A. Tools
B. Infrastructure
C. Framework
D. Management
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Management is not correct. The Hyperledger Project consists of
the following Infrastructure - Ecosystems that accelerate open
development and commercial adoption Frameworks - A portfolio of

differentiated approaches to business blockchain frameworks
developed by a growing community of communities Tools Typically built for one framework, and through common license
and community of communities approach, ported to other
frameworks hyperledger.org.

NEW QUESTION: 3
When you configure and boot a new device, when does the running
configuration become active?
A. When the devices boots to ROMMON.
B. When the startup configuration is copied into RAM
C. When IOS is loaded into RAM
D. Immediately after the power-on self-test.
Answer: B
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